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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to apparatus and
programs for displaying and editing score data to be used
for automatic performances.
[0002] There have been known techniques for causing
an automatic performance apparatus to execute an au-
tomatic performance of a music piece using a score data
set that includes a plurality of note data indicative of pitch-
es, sounding periods of musical sounds included in the
music piece. Also, score data displaying/editing appara-
tus have been known which display and edit a score data
set to be used for an automatic performance.
[0003] Among various known score data displays em-
ployed in the score data displaying/editing apparatus is
one called a "piano roll display". On the piano roll display
screen, bar-shaped pictorial figures, corresponding to
sounds represented by individual note data, are placed
on a coordinate plane having an axis representative of
sound pitches and an axis representative of the passage
of time. User can know pitches and sounding periods of
the individual sounds, on the basis of positions, in the
pitch axis direction, of the corresponding bar-shaped pic-
torial figures and positions and lengths, in the time axis
direction, of the same pictorial figures. The note data in-
cluded in the score data set each include various types
of data in addition to the data representative of the pitch
and sounding period, and the score data displaying/ed-
iting apparatus can not only display but also edit these
various types of data included in the note data.
[0004] Mizuno et. al., "Musical Instrument Digital Inter-
face Sequencer Software: EUPHONY", Fujitsu Sci.
Tech. J., 26, 3, pp. 207-213, October 1990" discloses
musical instrument digital interface sequencer software
EUPHONY. The sequencer software is a music compo-
sition/arrangement application which supports the Musi-
cal Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) standard. The se-
quencer software enables music played on a keyboard
to be recorded in real time, edited, and played back. The
user can compose and perform orchestral music without
a real orchestra. The sequencer software also has graph-
ic editing functions which display performance informa-
tion, e.g. pitch, volume, and duration, thus increasing ed-
iting efficiency. For this purpose a mouse is used in move
mode to change the position, the duration or the form of
a note.
[0005] In Japanese Patent Application Laid-open Pub-
lication No. 2001-306067, for example, there is disclosed
an apparatus which is constructed to not only display
pitches and sounding periods of note data by a piano roll
display but also display and edit lyric (words of a song)
data to thereby associate the edited lyric data with sounds
represented by the note data. Further, from Japanese
Patent Application Laid-open Publication No.
2002-202790 etc., there has been known a technique
which causes a singing synthesis apparatus to automat-
ically sing a song using a singing score data set including
lyric-related data.

[0006] When a user wants to edit given data included
in a score data set, there is a need for the user to ascertain
correspondency between the given data and other data
included in the same note data as the given data. Further,
in this case, the user has to ascertain correspondency
between the given data to be edited and data included
in note data that precede and succeed the note data in-
cluding the given data.
[0007] However, generally, if contents of a plurality of
types of data are simultaneously displayed for a plurality
of note data in the conventionally-known score data dis-
playing/editing apparatus, pictorial figures representa-
tive of pitches and sounding periods of note data etc. and
pictorial figures representative of other information, such
as vibrato information, than the pitches and sounding pe-
riods are displayed apart (i.e., at a relatively great dis-
tance) from each other. Thus, it was difficult for the user
to intuitively grasp what kinds of information are attached
to the individual notes.
[0008] Some of the conventionally-known score data
displaying/editing apparatus have a function of display-
ing a plurality of types of data, included in note data, near
pictorial figures representative of pitches and sounding
periods of the note data. However, in such score data
displaying/editing apparatus, the plurality of types of data
are displayed simultaneously only for one note data at a
time, not for a plurality of note data. Therefore, it was
difficult for the user to readily grasp, from the display,
arranged states, on the time axis, of other information
than pitches and sounding periods, e.g. with a view to
determining a particular type of expression to be imparted
to a note or notes residing at a particular location within
a phrase of a certain length.
[0009] Further, for some of the data included in the
note data, relative positional relationships would become
important between a time period when a process instruct-
ed by the data should be carried out or an effect instructed
by the data should appear and a sounding period desig-
nated by the note data. Typical example of such data is
one instructing a vibrato for imparting a tone with a vi-
brating expression. In sounding a certain voice, which
position in the sounding period the vibrato should start
at is an important factor that governs an impression of
the performance given to one or more human listeners.
But, the conventionally-known score data displaying/ed-
iting apparatus was not constructed to perform any dis-
play that allows the user to grasp, in relation to the note
sounding period, at which timing a process or effect of a
vibrato or the like, instructed by such a type of data,
should take place. Therefore, it was not easy for the user
to know an impression of a singing performance that
would be given to the listeners.
[0010] When a singing performance is automatically
executed using a singing synthesis apparatus, there can
arise a slight deviation between sounding periods indi-
cated by a singing score data set and sounding periods
of voices in an actual singing performance. However, in
the case where the conventionally-known score data dis-
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playing/editing apparatus is used, the user could not as-
certain time (or temporal) relationship between the
sounding periods indicated by the singing score data set
and sounding periods of voices in the actual singing per-
formance.
[0011] In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the
present invention to provide a score data displaying/ed-
iting apparatus and program which allow a user to readily
ascertain various types of data, included in score data,
for a plurality of note data.
[0012] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a score data displaying/editing apparatus and
program which allow a user to readily ascertain time re-
lationship between a sounding period of a sound included
in a performance and timing or period when an instruction
for imparting an expression to the sound should be exe-
cuted.
[0013] It is still another object of the present invention
to provide a score data displaying/editing apparatus and
program which allow a user to readily ascertain time re-
lationship between a sounding period of a sound indicat-
ed by singing score data used in a singing synthesis ap-
paratus and a sounding period of a voice in a singing
performance executed by the singing synthesis appara-
tus.
[0014] The above-mentioned objects are accom-
plished as set forth in the independent claims. Advanta-
geous embodiments are set forth in the dependent
claims.
[0015] In the score data displaying/editing apparatus
constructed in the above-identified manner, the contents
of the additional attribute data of each of the selected
types are displayed along with the contents of the pitch
data and sounding period data, for a plurality of the note
data, in proximity to each other. As a result, the user can
readily ascertain correspondency between the plurality
types of additional attribute data, along with relationship
with additional attribute data included in note data that
precede and succeed the note data including the addi-
tional attribute data in question.
[0016] The score data displaying/editing apparatus of
the present invention may as further comprise: a state
change section that sets, to a changeable state, one of
the additional attribute data for each of which the letter,
numeral, symbol or pictorial figure indicative of the con-
tents is being displayed by the display section; and a data
change section that changes the additional attribute data
having been set to the changeable state by the state
change section, or sets the additional attribute data, hav-
ing been set to the changeable state, to a non-change-
able state without changing the same. Here, the plurality
of note data constituting the score data are segmented
into a plurality of part data corresponding to a plurality of
parts. When one of the additional attribute data is set to
the non-changeable state by the data change section,
the state change section selects one of the additional
attribute data of one of the selected types on the basis
of at least one of the pitch data, sounding period data

and additional attribute data included in the part data that
include the one additional attribute data, and then the
state change section sets the selected additional attribute
data to a changeable state.
[0017] When given additional attribute data is to be
changed in the score data displaying/editing apparatus
constructed in the above-identified manner, the contents
of the other types of additional attribute data included in
the same note data as the given additional attribute are
displayed. Also, when the desired change of the given
additional attribute data has been completed, the other
types of additional attribute data included in the same
note data, or other additional attribute data included in
other note data are automatically set to a changeable
state. As a result, the user can sequentially change a
plurality of additional attribute data while ascertaining
correspondency between the given additional attribute
data and other types of additional attribute data included
in the same note data.
[0018] Further, the score data displaying/editing appa-
ratus of the present invention, the display section may
display pictorial figures or symbols indicative of the con-
tents of the fundamental attribute data of the note data
included in the part data that include the additional at-
tribute data set by the state change section to the change-
able state, in a different style from pictorial figures or sym-
bols indicative of the contents of the fundamental at-
tribute data of the note data included in the part data that
do not include the additional attribute data set by the state
change section to the changeable state. With such an
arrangement, the user can readily distinguish part data
having particular additional attribute data set to a change-
able state, from the other part data.
[0019] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a score data displaying/editing
apparatus, which comprises: a storage section that
stores score data including a plurality of note data, each
of the note data including (a) fundamental attribute data
composed of pitch data indicative of a pitch of a sound
and sounding period data indicative of a sounding period
of the sound, (b) additional attribute data indicative of an
attribute other than the pitch and sounding period of the
sound, and (c) time data indicative of timing or period
when control based on the additional attribute data is to
be applied; and a display section that, for each of the
plurality of note data, displays a pictorial figure or symbol
indicative of contents of the fundamental attribute data
included in the note data and a letter, numeral, symbol
or pictorial figure indicative of contents of the additional
attribute data included in the note data, simultaneously
at a position specified on the basis of the time data in-
cluded in the note data. With such an arrangement, time
(temporal) relationship between the sounding period da-
ta and the additional attribute data included in the note
data is displayed by positional relationship between pic-
torial figures representative of such data. As a result, the
user can readily ascertain the relationship between the
sounding period data and the additional attribute data
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included in the note data.
[0020] In the score data displaying/editing apparatus
of the present invention, for each of the plurality of note
data, the display section displays, on a coordinate plane
having a first axis representative of a sound pitch and a
second axis representative of passage of time and at a
position, in a direction of the first axis, corresponding to
the sound pitch indicated by the pitch data included in
the note data, a pictorial figure having, as opposite end
points thereof, positions, in a direction of the second axis,
corresponding to start and end time points of the sound-
ing period indicated by the sounding period data included
in the note data. With such an arrangement, time (tem-
poral) relationship between the sounding period data and
the additional attribute data included in the note data is
displayed only by positions on the coordinate plane. As
a result, the user can ascertain with increased ease the
relationship between the sounding period data and the
additional attribute data included in the note data.
[0021] In the score data displaying/editing apparatus
of the present invention, the display section may further
display a pointer in the form of a pictorial figure or symbol
indicative of a position on the coordinate surface, and
there may be further provided: a position control section
that controls the position of the pointer on the coordinate
surface; a designation section that, when a letter, numer-
al, symbol or pictorial figure indicative of the contents of
the additional attribute data is being displayed, by the
display section, at a position pointed to or indicated by
the pointer, designates the letter, numeral, symbol or pic-
torial figure; and a data change section that changes the
contents of the additional attribute data being displayed
in the letter, numeral, symbol or pictorial figure designat-
ed by the designation section, in accordance with a var-
iation in the position of the pointer made by the position
control section. With such an arrangement, the user can
readily change time relationship between the sounding
period data and the additional attribute data included in
the note data, through simple operation using the pointer.
[0022] In the score data displaying/editing apparatus
of the present invention, for each of the plurality of note
data, the storage section may store, as the additional
attribute data, data indicative of a partial voice waveform
obtained by dividing a voice waveform corresponding to
a word of a song in accordance with a phonetic charac-
teristic of the voice waveform. Such an arrangement per-
mits display of time relationship between the sounding
periods indicated by the score data, used in a singing
synthesis apparatus that executes an automatic singing
performance, and phonetic elements of voices in a sing-
ing performance actually executed through an automatic
performance. As a result, the user can readily under-
standing temporal relationship between the sounding pe-
riods indicated by the score data and voices in the actual
singing performance
[0023] The present invention also provides programs
for causing a computer to perform processes similar to
the processes performed by the above-identified inven-

tive score data displaying/editing apparatus.
[0024] The following will describe embodiments of the
present invention, but it should be appreciated that the
present invention is not limited to the described embod-
iments and various modifications of the invention are pos-
sible without departing from the basic principles. The
scope of the present invention is therefore to be deter-
mined solely by the appended claims.
[0025] For better understanding of the object and other
features of the present invention, its preferred embodi-
ments will be described hereinbelow in greater detail with
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an example gen-
eral hardware setup of a computer system that im-
plements a singing synthesis system in accordance
with an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing various functions
of the singing synthesis system;
Fig. 3 is a diagram showing an example organization
of a singing score data set used in the embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an example organization
of a segment database employed in the embodi-
ment;
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing an example organization
of singing timing data used in the embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing an example organization
of displaying/editing instruction data used in the em-
bodiment;
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a message window dis-
played in response to an instruction of a selection
section in the embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a diagram, showing an example of a piano
roll screen displayed in the embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a diagram, showing another example of the
piano roll screen displayed in the embodiment; and
Fig. 10 shows another example of the piano roll
screen displayed in the embodiment.

1. Embodiment of the Invention:

1.1. Construction:

[0026] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an example
general hardware setup of a computer system 1 that pro-
vides a singing synthesis system in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention. In the figure, the
computer system 1 includes a CPU (Central Processing
Unit) 101, a ROM (Read-Only Memory) 102, a RAM
(Random Access Memory) 103, an HD (Hard Disk) 104,
a display section 105, an operation section 106, a data
input/output section 107, a D/A (Digital-to-Analog) con-
verter 108, an amplifier 109, and a speaker 110. The
above-mentioned components other than the amplifier
109 and speaker 110 are interconnected via a bus 115
to communicate data with one another.
[0027] The CPU 101, which is a general-purpose mi-
croprocessor, controls the various components of the
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computer system 1 in accordance with control programs,
such as a BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) stored in
the ROM 102 as well as an OS (Operating System) stored
in the HD 104.
[0028] The ROM 102 is a nonvolatile memory storing
the BIOS or other control programs, and the RAM 103 is
a volatile memory provided for temporarily storing data
for use by the CPU 101 and other components. The BIOS
stored in the ROM 102 is read out in response to pow-
ering-on of the computer system 1 and written into the
RAM 103. The CPU 101 establishes a hardware usage
environment in accordance with the BIOS thus stored in
the RAM 103.
[0029] The HD 104 is a large-capacity nonvolatile
memory, and data stored in the HD 1104 are rewritable
as desired. The OS, various application programs and
data for use in the application programs are stored in the
HD 104. After establishment of the hardware environ-
ment, the CPU 101 reads out the OS from the HD 104
and writes it into the RAM 103, in accordance with which
the CPU 102 carries out various processes, such as es-
tablishment of a GUI (Graphical User Interface) environ-
ment and application execution environment.
[0030] Among primary application programs stored in
the HD 104 is a singing synthesis application. Upon re-
ceipt of a user’s instruction for executing the singing syn-
thesis application given via operation of a mouse or oth-
erwise, the CPU 101 reads out the singing synthesis ap-
plication from the HD 104, writes the read-out application
into the RAM 103, and constructs an environment for
carrying out various processes in accordance with the
singing synthesis application. In this way, the computer
system 1 can function as a singing synthesis system of
the present invention.
[0031] The display section 105, which includes a liquid
crystal display (LCD) and a drive circuit for driving the
liquid crystal display, displays various information, such
as letters (including characters) and pictorial figures, un-
der control of the CPU 101. The operation section 106,
which includes a keypad, mouse, etc., transmits, to the
CPU 101, data reflecting operation performed by the us-
er.
[0032] The data input/output section 107, which is an
interface, such as a USB (Universal Serial Bus), capable
of inputting/outputting various data, receives data from
external equipment, transfers the received data to the
CPU 101 and transmits, to the external equipment, data
generated by the CPU 101.
[0033] The D/A converter 108 receives digital voice da-
ta from the CPU 101, converts the received voice data
into an analog voice signal, and outputs the converted
signal to the amplifier 109. The amplifier 109 amplifies
the analog voice signal so that the amplified signal is
audibly reproduced as a sound.
[0034] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing various func-
tions of the singing synthesis system which are per-
formed by the CPU 101. The singing synthesis system
comprises a score data editing section 20, and a singing

synthesis section 30. The score data editing section 20
is a module that displays a singing score data set to the
user, edits the score data set in accordance with opera-
tion by the user, and passes the edited score data to the
singing synthesis section 30. Here, the singing score data
set includes pitch data indicative of respective pitches of
time-serial singing sounds constituting a singing music
piece, sounding period data each designating a sounding
period, phonetic symbols corresponding to words of the
singing music piece, etc. The singing synthesis section
30 is a module for synthesizing singing voice data on the
basis of the singing score data.
[0035] The score data editing section 20 includes a
data input section 201, a shaping section 202, a storage
section 203, a display section 204, an operation section
205, a selection section 206, a state change section 207,
a data change section 208, a position control section 209,
a designation section 210, and a data output section 211.
Of these components, the storage section 203 is imple-
mented by the RAM 103 and HD 104 of the computer
system 1. The other components than the storage section
203 are in the form of software modules constituting the
singing synthesis application.
[0036] The singing synthesis section 30 includes a da-
ta input section 301, a storage section 302, a segment
database 303, a data selection section 304, a pitch ad-
justment section 305, a duration adjustment section 306,
a volume adjustment section 307, a vibrato impartment
section 308, an operation section 309, a voice output
section 310, and a data output section 311. Of these com-
ponents, the segment database 303 and storage section
302 are implemented by the RAM 103 and HD 104 of the
computer system 1. The other components than the seg-
ment database 303 and storage section 302 are in the
form of software modules constituting the singing syn-
thesis application.
[0037] Functions of the score data editing section 20
and singing synthesis section 30 will be later explained
in relation to behavior of the instant embodiment, to avoid
unnecessary duplication.

1.2. Behavior of the Embodiment:

[0038] Primary features of the present invention reside
in the score data editing section 20. However, in order
to understand technical significance of processing car-
ried out by the score data editing section 20, it is preferred
to understand in advance processing carried out by the
singing synthesis section 30 for singing synthesis using
output data of the score data editing section 20. Thus,
hereinafter, operation of the singing synthesis section 30
will be described first, and then operation of the score
data editing section 20 will be described.
[0039] The data input section 301 of the singing syn-
thesis section 30 receives singing score data from the
score data editing section 20 and stores the received
singing score data in the storage section 302.
[0040] Fig. 3 is a diagram showing an example organ-
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ization of the singing score data set. The singing score
data set includes one or more part data representative
of a singing performance, data indicative of a musical
time and tempo used in the performance, and data indic-
ative of resolution. Specifically, the singing score data
set of Fig. 3 includes part data of "part 1" to "part 3", data
indicative of "four-four time", data indicative of a tempo
value "120", and data indicative of a resolution value
"480". The tempo value "120" indicates that the music
piece represented by the singing score data set is per-
formed at a tempo of 120 quarter notes per minute, and
the resolution value "480" indicates that the singing score
data set uses a minimum time unit equal to 1/480 of a
quarter note.
[0041] Each of the part data includes, in corresponding
relation to a plurality of singing sounds of the performance
part, a plurality of note data each including data related
to (or indicative of) a pitch and sounding period, and data
related to a phonetic symbol, note velocity, accent inten-
sity, legato intensity, vibrato intensity, vibrato period or
the like.
[0042] The data related to (or indicative of) the pitch
and sounding period are "fundamental attribute data" es-
sential for instructing generation of a sound. The data
related to the phonetic symbol, note velocity, accent in-
tensity, legato intensity and vibrato intensity are "addi-
tional attribute data" for instructing impartment of an ex-
pression etc. to the sound; the type of the additional at-
tribute data to be used is of course variable because the
additional attribute data is an addition to the fundamental
attribute data. Further, the data related to the vibrato pe-
riod is time data indicating which period of the sound
represented by the fundamental attribute data the ex-
pression indicated by the vibrato intensity, one of the ad-
ditional attribute data, should be applied to.
[0043] The data related to the sounding period includes
data indicative of a start time point and end time point of
the sounding period. The data related to the vibrato pe-
riod includes data indicative of a start time point and time
length of the vibrato period. In the part data, a plurality
of the above-described note data are arranged, for ex-
ample, in descending order of the start time point of the
vibrato period with the earliest start time point first; for
two or more note data that indicate the same start time
point, these two or more note data are arranged in de-
scending order of the pitch. Further, each of the note data
is assigned a unique identification number. Hereinafter,
note data assigned an identification number "N1001" will
be represented as "note N1001", and other note data
assigned respective identification numbers will be repre-
sented in a similar manner.
[0044] In the instant embodiment, each of the data in-
dicative of the start and end time points of the sounding
period, included in the singing score data set, is ex-
pressed by a combination of "measure number + beat
number + minimum time unit number". For example,
"0005: 03: 240" indicates a 240th minimum time unit from
the third beat of the fifth measure, i.e. a time point when

a time corresponding to a half beat has passed from the
third beat of the fifth measure. However, various time
points in the singing score data set may be expressed
by various other format than the combination of "measure
number + beat number + minimum time unit number",
such as the commonly-known combination of "hour +
minute + second". Further, timing of particular data may
be specified by a relative time from preceding data, in-
stead of an absolute time from a reference time point.
[0045] In the instant embodiment, the intensity of each
sound is represented by a numerical value in a range of
"0" - "127". Further, the term "accent" refers to a musical
expression to emphasize a rising portion of a sound, and
the intensity of the accent is represented by any one of
letters "H", "M" and "L" corresponding to "High (or
strong)", "Medium" and "Low (or weak)". The term "lega-
to" concerns two adjacent sounds differing in pitch from
each other, and it refers to a musical expression for car-
rying out a smooth sound change. The intensity of the
legato is represented by any one of letters "H", "M" and
"L", similarly to the intensity of the accent. Let it be as-
sumed that, in the instant embodiment, the legato-related
data is attached to a preceding one of two adjacent
sounds to be imparted with a legato. The term "vibrato"
refers to a musical expression for imparting vibration to
a sound, and the intensity of the vibrato is represented
by any one of letters "H", "M" and "L", similarly to the
intensity of the accent. For each note data that is not
imparted with an accent, vibrato or vibrato, a correspond-
ing location in the score data set is left blank.
[0046] The start time point of the vibrato period indi-
cates start timing of a period when a vibrato should be
imparted to the sound represented by the note data. Spe-
cifically, the start time point is expressed by a numerical
value that represents a time length from the start time
point of the sounding period to the start time point of the
vibrato in terms of the number of the minimum time units.
Time length of the vibrato is expressed by a numerical
value that represents, in terms of the number of the min-
imum time units, a time length over which the vibrato
should be applied.
[0047] Once a singing score data set as explained
above is stored in the storage section 302 by the data
input section 301, the data selection section 304 reads
out, from the segment database 303, data necessary for
generating singing voice data for each singing sound
designated by the singing score data set.
[0048] Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an example organ-
ization of the segment database 303, which comprises
individualized databases corresponding to a plurality of
singers. In the illustrated example of Fig. 4, the segment
database 303 includes individualized databases 303a -
303c corresponding to three singers.
[0049] Each of the individualized databases, corre-
sponding to the plurality of singers, includes a plurality
of segment data sampled from singing voice waveforms
of the singer. The segment data are voice data obtained
by extracting phonetic characteristic portions from the
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singing voice waveforms and encoding the thus-extract-
ed characteristic portions.
[0050] Now, the segment data will be explained in re-
lation to a case where Japanese words "saita" (corre-
sponding to English words "blossomed") are sung. Ana-
lyzing phonetic characteristics of a waveform of voices
represented by "saita" shows that the waveform begins
with a rise portion of the consonant sound "s", followed
by a body portion of the sound "s", a transient portion
from the body portion of the sound "s" to the vowel sound
"a" and the body portion of the sound "a", ......, and then
ends in a decay portion of the sound "a". The individual
segment data are voice data corresponding to the pho-
netic characteristics.
[0051] In the following description, a "#" symbol is at-
tached to segment data corresponding to a rise portion
of a sound, indicated by a given phonetic symbol, imme-
diately preceding the phonetic symbol so that the seg-
ment data is represented, for example, as "#s". Further,
a "#" symbol is attached to segment data corresponding
to a decay portion of a sound, indicated by a given pho-
netic symbol, immediately following the phonetic symbol
so that the segment data is represented, for example, as
"a#". Furthermore, a "-" mark is attached to segment data
corresponding to a transient portion from a sound indi-
cated by one phonetic symbol to a sound indicated by
another phonetic symbol so that the segment data is rep-
resented, for example, as "s-a".
[0052] Segment data group 3030 in the segment da-
tabase 303 contains segment data that pertain to all
sounds and combinations of sounds sampled from sing-
ing voice waveforms obtained by the singer singing in an
ordinary manner.
[0053] Further, segment data groups 3031H - 3031L
in the segment database 303 include segment data that
pertain to all sounds and combinations of sounds sam-
pled from singing voice waveforms obtained by the singer
singing while giving strong (H), medium (M) and weak
(L) accents, respectively. However, because no accent
is given to a decay portion of a sound, the segment data
groups 3031 - 3031L include no segment data corre-
sponding to a decay portion of a sound.
[0054] Furthermore, segment data groups 3032H -
3032L in the segment database 303 include segment
data that pertain to all combinations of sounds sampled
from singing voice waveforms obtained by the singer
singing while giving strong (H), medium (M) and weak
(L) legatos, respectively. Let it be assumed that, in the
instant embodiment, the legato is a musical expression
imparted to a transient portion between sounds; there-
fore, the segment data groups 3032H - 3032L only in-
clude segment data corresponding to transient portions
of sounds. Note that a legato may be applied to other
segment data than segment data corresponding to a tran-
sient portion between sounds as noted above.
[0055] Next, a description will be given about a process
carried out by the data selection section 304 for reading
out, from the segment database 303, segment data nec-

essary for generating singing voice data, with reference
to Fig. 3.
[0056] First, in the arranged order of the note data in
the singing score data set, the data selection section 304
refers to the start and end time points of the sounding
periods of the individual note data, so as to determine
whether a difference between the sounding period end
point of a preceding one of the adjacent note data and
the sounding period start time of a succeeding one of the
adjacent note data. If the difference is smaller than a
predetermined time length, e.g. 48 minimum time units,
the data selection section 304 judges that voices repre-
sented by phonetic symbols of the two note data are to
be sounded successively. If, on the other hand, the dif-
ference is not smaller than the predetermined time
length, the data selection section 304 judges that the
voices represented by the phonetic symbols of the two
note data are to be sounded separately at some time
interval. In the illustrated example of Fig. 3, the data se-
lection section 304 judges that the phonetic symbols of
notes N1001 - N1003 are to be sounded successively
and the phonetic symbols of note N1004 and subsequent
notes are to be sounded separately from notes N1001 -
N1003,
[0057] Then, the data selection section 304 sequen-
tially joins together the phonetic symbols having been
judged to be sounded successively, so as to create a
successive string of phonetic symbols; in the illustrated
example of Fig. 3, a string "sakura" is created. After that,
the data selection section 304 breaks the created string
of phonetic symbols down into a plurality of segment data.
For example, the string "sakura" is broken down into a
plurality of segment data, "#s", "s", "s-a" "a", "a-k", "k",
"k-u", "u", "u-r", "r", "r-a", "a", "a#".
[0058] After that, the data selection section 304 refers
to the data related to the accent and legato intensity of
the individual note data, and reads out, from pertinent
segment data groups, the segment data "#s", "s", "s-a",
"a", "a-k", "k", "k-u", "u", "u-r", "r", "r-a", "a", "a#". For ex-
ample, regarding note N1001, for which the accent in-
tensity "H" is specified, the segment data corresponding
to note N1001, i.e. "#s", "s", "s-a" and "a", are read out
from the segment data group 3031H. The data selection
section 304 transmits the thus read-out segment data to
the pitch adjustment section 305 along with the singing
score data.
[0059] The pitch adjustment section 305 performs
pitch adjustment on the segment data, received from the
data selection section 304, on the basis of the pitch-re-
lated data included in the singing score data. The pitch
adjustment section 305 transmits the pitch-adjusted seg-
ment data to the duration adjustment section 306 along
with the singing score data.
[0060] The duration adjustment section 306 performs
duration adjustment on the segment data, received from
the pitch adjustment section 305, on the basis of the
sounding-period-related data included in the singing
score data. The following paragraphs describe duration
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calculation procedures for performing time adjustment
on the segment data.
[0061] The duration adjustment section 306 creates
singing timing data corresponding to the received seg-
ment data and writes the created singing timing data into
the storage section 302. Fig. 5 is a diagram showing an
example organization of the singing timing data. The
singing timing data include, for each of the segment data,
various data blocks for a segment number, segment
name, segment time length, information as to whether
the segment is a vowel segment or not, a start time point
of a sounding period and adjusted segment time length.
When all the segment data have been received, the du-
ration adjustment section 306 creates a blank form for
the singing timing data including these blocks, and it
writes a series of segment numbers into the segment
number block and names of the individual segment data
into the segment name block.
[0062] After that, the duration adjustment section 306
calculates a time length of the segment represented by
each of the segment data, on the basis of a data quantity
of the segment data. In the illustrated example of Fig. 5,
the segment data of segment number "1" is voice data
having a time length equal to 15 (fifteen) minimum time
units. Then, for each of the segment data which is located
at an intermediate position of the segment string and
which represents a vowel, the duration adjustment sec-
tion 306 writes a "YES" into the vowel segment block.
Hereinafter, such segment data for which a "YES" has
been written in the vowel segment block will be referred
to as "vowel segment data". In the illustrated example of
Fig. 5, segment numbers "4", "8" and "12" represent such
vowel segment data.
[0063] Subsequently, the duration adjustment section
306 refers to the data indicative of the phonetic symbols
in the singing score data and identifies the note data cor-
responding to the vowel segment data. In this case, seg-
ment numbers "4", "8" and "12" correspond to notes
N1001, N1002 and N1003. Then, the duration adjust-
ment section 306 writes, into the sounding-period start
time point block pertaining to the vowel segment data,
data indicative of a sounding-period start time point, in
the singing score data, of the corresponding note data.
For example, the segment data of segment number "4"
in the singing score data pertains to the segment of the
vowel "a", and this vowel "a" belongs to the phonetic sym-
bols "sa" allocated to the segment data of segment
number "4". Therefore, "0001: 01: 020", indicative of a
sounding-period start time point of note N1001 in the
singing score data, is written into the sounding-period
start time point block of the segment data of segment
number "4".
[0064] After that, the duration adjustment section 306
writes, into the sounding-period start time point block per-
taining to the last segment data, i.e. segment data of
segment number "13", data indicative of a sounding-pe-
riod end time point, in the singing score data, of the cor-
responding note data. For example, the note data corre-

sponding to the segment data of segment number "13"
is that of note N1003, and the sounding-period end time
point in the singing score data is represented by "0001:
04: 424", so that "0001: 04: 424" is written into the sound-
ing-period start time point block of the segment data of
segment number "13".
[0065] In the instant embodiment, the segment time
length adjustment is performed such that a sounding-
period start time point of a sound indicated by vowel seg-
ment data agrees with timing indicated by a sounding-
period start time point of note data in the singing perform-
ance data, as set forth above. This is because the singer
often sings in such a manner as to start uttering a vowel
sound at a sounding-period start time point indicated by
a note. Further, in the instant embodiment, the segment
time length adjustment is performed such that, at the end
of a successive string of phonetic symbols, a sounding-
period end time point of a sound indicated by vowel seg-
ment data agrees with timing indicated by a sounding-
period end time point of note data in the singing score
data. This is because, at an end portion of words to be
sounded in succession, the singer often ends uttering a
vowel sound at a sounding-period end time point indicat-
ed by a note. However, the present invention may employ
various other timing setting methods than the above-de-
scribed; for example, a sounding-period start time point
in a transient portion from a consonant to a vowel may
be set to agree with a sounding-period start time point
indicated by note data.
[0066] Then, the duration adjustment section 306 se-
quentially subtracts the segment time length of preceding
segment data from the sounding-period start time point
of each individual vowel segment data, and it writes re-
sultant timing-related data into the sounding-period start
time point block of the preceding segment data. For ex-
ample, the sounding-period start time point of the seg-
ment data of segment number "3" is determined as "000:
04: 468" by subtracting the segment time length "032" of
segment number "3" from the sounding-period start time
point "0000: 01: 020" of the vowel segment of segment
number "4". Similarly, the sounding-period start time
point of the segment data of segment number "2" is de-
termined as "000: 04: 455" by subtracting the segment
time length "013" of segment number "2" from the sound-
ing-period start time point "0000: 04: 468" of the segment
of segment number "3".
[0067] Then, the duration adjustment section 306 cal-
culates an actual time length of the vowel segment data
on the basis of the sounding-period start time point and
sounding-period end time point of the vowel segment da-
ta, and it writes the thus-calculated time length as an
adjusted segment time length. For example, the time
length of the vowel segment of segment number "4" is
determined as "345" by subtracting the sounding-period
start time point of segment number "4" from the sounding-
period start time point of segment number "5". Further,
the duration adjustment section 306 writes segment time
lengths of the other segment data than the vowel seg-
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ment data into the respective adjusted segment time
length blocks. With the foregoing operations, completed
singing timing data are stored into the storage section
302.
[0068] The duration adjustment section 306 performs
duration adjustment on the vowel segment data on the
basis of the segment time length data of the singing timing
data and adjusted segment time length data. Whereas
the duration adjustment has been described above as
performed only on the vowel segment data, other seg-
ment data than the vowel segment data may be subjected
to the duration adjustment in accordance with the tempo
and/or the like of the singing score data. The duration
adjustment section 306 transmits all the segment data,
having been subjected to the necessary time adjustment
as set forth above, to the volume adjustment section 307
along with the singing score data.
[0069] The singing score data transmitted to the vol-
ume adjustment section 307 include data related to in-
tensity of sounds corresponding to different segment da-
ta. The volume adjustment section 307 performs sound
volume adjustment on each of the segment data on the
basis of the intensity-related data. Further, for the seg-
ment data having been subjected to the volume adjust-
ment, the volume adjustment section 307 adjusts a sound
volume a trailing end or leading end portion of the seg-
ment data so that the trailing end of the preceding seg-
ment data and the leading end of the succeeding seg-
ment data coincide with each other in sound volume. The
volume adjustment section 307 connects together the
volume-adjusted segment data, and it transmits the thus-
connected voice data to the vibrato impartment section
308 along with the singing score data.
[0070] The singing score data transmitted to the vibrato
impartment section 308 include data related to vibrato
intensity and vibrato period. On the basis of such data,
the vibrato impartment section 308 makes volume and
pitch variations to the voice data received from the vol-
ume adjustment section 307. The vibrato impartment
section 308 stores the volume- and pitch-varied voice
data in the storage section 302 as singing voice data.
[0071] Once the user operates the operation section
309 to give a reproduction instruction to the singing syn-
thesis section 30, the voice output section 310 reads out
the singing voice data from the storage section 302 and
outputs the read-out singing voice data to the D/A con-
verter 108. As a result, the user can listen to a singing
performance represented by the singing score data.
[0072] In order to make more natural the singing per-
formance by the singing synthesis section 30, a plurality
of further segment data corresponding to different tem-
pos and pitches, or other musical expressions than ac-
cent and legato, may be stored in the segment database
303, regarding characteristic portions of sounds ex-
pressed by same phonetic symbols. In this case, the data
selection section 304 may be caused to read out optimal
ones of the further segment data.
[0073] Although, in the foregoing description, the seg-

ment data used in the singing synthesis section 30 are
voice data obtained by encoding voice waveforms, the
format of the segment data is not limited to this. For ex-
ample, parameterized characteristics of frequency com-
ponents of voice data obtained from voice waveforms
may be stored in the segment database 303 as segment
data, and voice data may be re-generated, by the data
selection section 304 or the like, on the basis of the pa-
rameters included in the segment data, so as to generate
singing voice data.
[0074] The score data editing section 20 operates as
follows. In Fig. 2, the data input section 201 of the score
data editing section 20 receives singing score data from
external equipment and transmits the received singing
score data to the shaping section 202. The singing score
data received from the external equipment is constructed
similarly to the singing score data illustrated in Fig. 3.
[0075] The shaping section 202 rearranges note data,
included in each of the part data of the singing score data,
in descending order of the start time point with note data
of the earliest start time point first, or in descending order
of the pitch with the highest pitch first for note data having
the same sounding-period start time point. The shaping
section 202 stores the note-data-rearranged singing
score data in the storage section 203. The following de-
scription assumes that singing score data as illustratively
shown in Fig.3 are stored in the storage section 203 by
the shaping section 202.

1.2.1. Display and Change of Ordinary Data:

[0076] Once the singing score data are stored in the
storage section 203 in response to an instruction given
from the shaping section 202, the selection section 206
creates displaying/editing instruction data in accordance
with items of data stored in the singing score data, and
it stores the thus-created displaying/editing instruction
data in the storage section 203. Fig. 6 is a diagram show-
ing an example organization of the displaying/editing in-
struction data.
[0077] The displaying/editing instruction data include
a plurality of data sheets corresponding to the part data
included in the singing score data. Each of the data
sheets includes part indicating data that indicates, by
"YES" or "NO", whether or not the part data should be
displayed. At a time point when the displaying/editing in-
struction data have been created by the selection section
206, a "YES" is written as default at the part indicating
data position of all the part data.
[0078] Each of the data sheets corresponding to the
part data includes a data name column, display column
and editing column. In the data name column, there are
written respective names of data items included in the
singing score data. At that time, data closely interrelated
to each other, such as the sounding-period start and end
time points, are combined as single data. In the display
column, there is written a "YES" or "NO" indicating wheth-
er or not the corresponding data should be displayed.
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However, because data related to a pitch and sounding
period are always displayed as long as "a YES" is select-
ed in a part display block, "-" indicating that the user can
not make the part display selection. Similarly, in the ed-
iting column, there is written a "YES" or "NO" indicating
whether or not the corresponding data should be made
editable. At the time point when the displaying/editing
instruction data have been created by the selection sec-
tion 206, a "NO" is written as default in each of the blocks
for the pitch and sounding period data.
[0079] Then, the selection section 206 causes the dis-
play section 204 to display a message window as shown
in Fig. 7 for prompting the user to check and change the
displaying/editing instruction data as necessary. The dis-
play section 204 displays a mouse pointer 501 on the
message window and on a piano roll display screen to
be later described.
[0080] The mouse pointer 501 is a pictorial figure for
the user to designate a particular point on the screen. As
the user performs operation such as one for moving the
mouse in a front-and-rear direction or left-and-right di-
rection on a desk, the operation section 205, in response
to the mouse operation, transmits position data to the
position control section 209. On the basis of the position
data, the position control section 209 indicates, to the
display section 204, a position on the screen where the
mouse pointer 501 should be displayed. The display sec-
tion 204 redisplays the mouse pointer 501 at a position
as instructed by the position control section 209.
[0081] The user can perform a desired operation on a
pictorial figure or the like displayed at the position pointed
to by the mouse pointer 501, by clicking the mouse or
otherwise. For example, once the user moves the mouse
pointer 501 to a cell 502 and then clicks the mouse, the
position control section 209 identifies the position of the
cell 502 as the current position of the mouse pointer 501
and transmits, to the selection section 206, data indicat-
ing that the cell 50 has been clicked on.
[0082] Then, the selection section 206 reads out, from
the displaying/editing instruction data, data correspond-
ing to the cell 502 and sets the read-out data to a change-
able state. The display section 204 displays letters of the
cell 502, for example, in boxed form, so as to indicate to
the user that the data corresponding to the cell 502 is
now in a changeable state.
[0083] Once the user instructs a change after having
set particular data to a changeable state, the selection
section 206, in accordance with the user’s change in-
struction, changes the data read out earlier and then re-
writes or updates the displaying/editing instruction data
with the changed data.
[0084] Once the user clicks on "OK" after designating,
by "YES" and "NO", part data to be displayed and types
of data to be displayed and edited, the selection section
206 stores the displaying/editing instruction data, having
been changed in accordance with user’s instructions, in
the storage section 203.
[0085] Then, the display section 204 displays a piano

roll screen on the basis of the singing score data and
displaying/editing instruction data. Fig. 8 shows an ex-
ample of the piano roll screen displayed by the display
section 204 when the user has instructed display of only
"part 1" and has instructed that data related to note ve-
locity, accent and legato be displayed for "part 1" and
that editing of the note velocity should be enabled.
[0086] In Fig. 8, note numbers 401a - 401f correspond
to different note data. Vertical direction (vertical axis) of
the screen represents the sound pitch, and, via a sche-
matic picture of a keyboard shown on a left end portion
of the figure, the user can ascertain a pitch of note data
indicated by each note bar. Horizontal direction (horizon-
tal axis) of the screen represents the passage of time,
and, on the basis of left and right end positions of a note
bar, the user can ascertain sounding-period start and end
time points of note data indicated by the note bar. Once
display of a plurality of the part data is instructed by the
user, the display section 204 displays note bars using a
different color per part data.
[0087] Reference numerals 601a - 601f in Fig. 8 each
represent note velocity of note data corresponding to a
note bar displayed immediately below the numeral. Ref-
erence numerals 602a and 602b each indicate that an
accent is put to note data corresponding to a note bar
displayed immediate above the reference numeral. Al-
phabetical letters shown to the right of reference numer-
als 602a and 602b each indicate intensity of the accent.
Reference numerals 603a and 603b each indicate that
a legato is imparted to note data corresponding to a note
bar displayed immediate above the reference numeral.
Alphabetical letters shown to the right of reference nu-
merals 603a and 603b each indicate intensity of the lega-
to.
[0088] The user can vary the data related to note ve-
locity on the screen of Fig. 8. For example, once the user
moves the mouse pointer 501 to the data denoted by
numeral 601a using the mouse, the position control sec-
tion 209 transmits, to the state change section 207, data
indicating that the data denoted by numeral 601a has
been clicked on.
[0089] With reference to the singing score data, the
state change section 207 determines that the data cor-
responding to reference numeral 601a is data pertaining
to the note velocity of part "1". Then, with reference to
the displaying/editing instruction data, the state change
section 207 determines whether or not a "YES" is cur-
rently set in the editing block for the note velocity of "part
1". If a "YES" is not currently set in the editing block for
the note velocity of "part 1", the state change section 207
performs nothing in particular, but, if a "YES" is currently
set in the editing block, the state change section 207
instructs the data change section 208 to set the data cor-
responding to reference numeral 601a to a changeable
state.
[0090] Then, the data change section 208 reads out,
from the singing score data, the data corresponding to
the numeral 601a, i.e. note velocity of note N1001, and
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sets the read-out data to a state changeable by the user.
The display section 204 displays the data corresponding
to numeral 601a, for example, in boxed form. The display
section 204 also displays all note bars of "part 1", includ-
ing the data now set in the changeable state, in shaded
(hatched) form. Fig. 8 shows the screen with such boxed
data and hatched note bars displayed by the display sec-
tion 204. The note bars of the part data, having some
note set in the editable state, may be visually distin-
guished from the note bars of the other part data in var-
ious other desired manners than displaying them in
hatched form, such as by displaying them in a different
color or line thickness from the note bars of the other part
data or by causing them to blink.
[0091] Thereafter, the user gives an instruction for
changing the numeral data represented by reference nu-
meral 601a or maintaining the current numeral data with
no change, using the keypad or otherwise. If the instruc-
tion for changing the numeral data has been given by the
user, the data change section 208 changes the earlier-
read-out data in accordance with the instruction, rewrites
or updates the singing score data with the changed data
and sets the changed data back to a non-changeable
state. If the instruction for maintaining the current numer-
al data has been given by the user, the data change sec-
tion 208 sets the earlier-read-out data back to a non-
changeable state without changing the data.
[0092] Once the note-velocity-related data of note
N1001 is set back to the non-changeable state, the state
change section 207 designates data to be next set to a
changeable state, with reference to the singing score da-
ta. In this case, the state change section 207 designates
note-velocity-related data of note N1002 immediately fol-
lowing node N1001 in the singing score data. Then, the
state change section 207 instructs the data change sec-
tion 208 to set the note-velocity-related data of note
N1002 to a changeable state.
[0093] After that, the above-described data change
process is sequentially repeated for subsequent note da-
ta of "part 1". As a consequence, the user can sequen-
tially change data of the same type included in different
note data, in a manner like "601a → 601b → 601c, ...".
The data change process is brought to an end once the
process is completed for the last note data in the part
data of "part 1" or the user instructs termination of the
process.
[0094] In the case where the user has designated a
"YES" in the editing blocks for a plurality of types of data
on the message window of Fig. 7, and when the data
change process has been completed for given data, the
state change section 207 may either select data of the
same type in the succeeding note data or select data of
another type in the same note data, as data to be next
set to the changeable state. If, in the latter case, a "YES"
is designated in the editing blocks for "accent" and "lega-
to" on the message window of Fig. 7, the user can se-
quentially change data of inter-related different types in-
cluded in different note data, in a manner like "602a →

603b → 602b, ...".
[0095] Whereas the selection of the note data to be
subjected to the data change process has been ex-
plained as being made in the descending order of the
sounding-time start time point with the earliest start time
point first, or in the descending order of the pitch when
a plurality of note data have a same sounding-time start
time point, in accordance with the arranged order of the
singing score data, the present invention is not so limited;
for example, the selection order may be determined on
the basis of desired data, such as note velocity data.
Further, the selection may be made only from among
note data that include data satisfying a predetermined
condition. For example, if the user gives an instruction
for sequentially changing note-velocity-related data in
ascending order of the note velocity only for accented
note data, the user can sequentially change the data in
order like "numeral 601d → 601a".

1.2.2. Display and Change of Additional Attribute Data 
Application Period or Application Timing:

[0096] At any desired time, the user can cause the
message window of Fig. 7 to be displayed and change
the contents of the displaying/editing instruction data.
Fig. 9 shows an example of a piano roll screen that is
displayed when the user, on the message window of Fig.
7, designates a "YES" in part display blocks of "part 1"
and "part 2", designates a "NO" in the other blocks and
then clicks on "OK".
[0097] On the screen of Fig. 9, note bars 402a - 402f
correspond to note data included in "part 2". Graphic sym-
bols 604a and 604b show that note data corresponding
to note bars indicated immediately above the symbols
604a and 604b are each imparted with a vibrato. Further,
letters shown to the right of the symbols 604a and 604b
each represent intensity of the vibrato.
[0098] As set forth above in relation to Fig. 3, the vi-
brato-related data include data of intensity of a vibrato,
start time point of a vibrato period and time length of the
vibrato period. Namely, the "vibrato-period start time
point" indicative of a time period when an expression in-
dicated by the "vibrato intensity" should be applied and
the "vibrato-period time length" are associated, as time
data, with the "vibrato intensity" as additional attribute
data. On the basis of the vibrato-period start time point
and vibrato-period time length, the display section 204
displays, in relation to the corresponding note bar, a pic-
torial figure indicative of the vibrato period at a suitable
time-representing horizontal position and in a suitable
size.
[0099] Referring to the illustrated example of Fig. 3,
the vibrato-period time point of note N1003 is "120", and
the time length of the vibrato period is "480". On the basis
of these data, the display section 204 displays the picto-
rial figure 604a in such a manner that the left end of the
symbol 604a falls at a location displaced rightward a dis-
tance of 120 minimum time units from the left end of a
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note bar 401c corresponding to note N1003, and in such
a manner that the pictorial figure 604a has a horizontal
length equal to 480 minimum time units.
[0100] On the screen of Fig. 9, the user can change
the positions and sizes of the pictorial figures 604a and
604b. For this purpose, the user, for example, moves the
mouse pointer 501 close to the middle of the pictorial
figure 604a, performs dragging and dropping operations
of the pictorial figure 604a by depression and movement
of the mouse button and, after completion of the dragging
and dropping operations, the user releases the mouse
button.
[0101] In this case, when the mouse button has been
depressed, the position control section 209 transmits, to
the designation section 210, data indicating that the
mouse button has been depressed near the middle of
the pictorial figure 604a. Then, with reference to the sing-
ing score data, the designation section 210 determines
that the data corresponding to the pictorial figure 604a
is vibrato-related data of "part 1". Then, with reference
to the display/displaying instruction data, the designation
section 210 makes a determination as to whether an
"YES" is currently set in the editing block for vibrato of
"part 1". If answered in the negative, the designation sec-
tion 210 performs no operation in particular, while, if an-
swered in the affirmative, the designation section 210
instructs the data change section 208 to set the data cor-
responding to reference numeral 601a to a changeable
state.
[0102] In response to the instruction from the designa-
tion section 210, the data change section 208 reads out
the vibrato-period start time point of note N1003 from the
singing score data and sets the read-out vibrato-period
start time point to a changeable state. Then, at a time
point when the user has released the mouse button, the
position control section 209 transmits, to the data change
section 208, data indicative of a moved direction and dis-
tance of the mouse, i.e. mouse pointer 501.
[0103] Then, the data change section 208 changes the
earlier-read-out data in accordance with the moved di-
rection and distance of the mouse pointer 501, and then
rewrites or updates the singing score data with the
changed data. For example, if the user moves the mouse
pointer 501 rightward a distance equal to 100 minimum
time units while depressing the mouse button and then
releases the mouse button, the data change section 208
adds a value "100" to the vibrato-period start time point
of note N1003.
[0104] In changing the vibrato-period start time point
as above, the data change section 208 limits a scope of
the data change to prevent the vibrato period from ex-
ceeding the sounding period of the note data. For exam-
ple, according to the singing score data, the sounding
period of note N1003 is "904" while the vibrato period of
note N1003 is "480". Thus, even when the user has great-
ly dragged the pictorial figure 604a rightward, the vibrato-
period start time point of note N1003 can be reliably pre-
vented from exceeding "424".

[0105] Further, by performing drag-and-drop opera-
tions of a left end portion of the pictorial figure 604a, the
user can simultaneously change both the vibrato-period
start time point and the vibrato-period time length without
changing at all the vibrato-period end time point. Further,
by performing drag-and-drop operations of a right end
portion of the pictorial figure 604a, the user can simulta-
neously change the vibrato-period time length without
changing at all the vibrato-period start time point. In these
cases too, the vibrato period will be prevented from ex-
ceeding the sounding period of the note data.
[0106] The additional attribute data employed in the
instant embodiment include, in addition to additional at-
tribute data of a first type, such as vibrato-related data,
for which an application period of a musical expression
or the like is important, additional attribute data of a sec-
ond type, such as volume change data, for which appli-
cation timing of a musical expression or the like is impor-
tant. Such a second type of additional attribute data is
associated with timing-related time data instead of time-
length-related time data. For such a second type of ad-
ditional attribute data, the display section 204 displays,
at a corresponding location of the screen, a pictorial figure
or the like of which horizontal length has no meaning.

1.2.3. Display and Change of Singing Timing Data:

[0107] The score data editing section 20 can also dis-
play contents of singing timing data (Fig. 5) generated
by the singing synthesis section 30. As already explained
above, the singing timing data include, for each segment
contained in a singing voice performed by the singing
synthesis section 30, sounding-period-related data indic-
ative of a "sounding-period start time point" and "adjusted
segment time length".
[0108] The sounding period of each segment depends
on the size of the segment data used in the singing per-
formance. Segment data is selected by the data selection
section 304 from the segment database 303 having
stored therein, as a plurality of individualized databases,
groups of segment data sampled from singing voice
waveforms of a plurality of different singers as explained
above in relation to Fig. 4.
[0109] Whichever one of the individualized databases
given segment data may be selected from, the duration
adjustment section 306 adjusts the time length of the
selected segment data in such a manner that the sound-
ing-period start time point of vowel segment data agrees
with data pertaining to a sounding-period start time point
included in the singing performance data. However, de-
pending on the singer, a transient portion from a conso-
nant, preceding the vowel segment data, to the vowel
may have a prolonged time length and so a human lis-
tener may feel, from singing voices performed by the
singing synthesis section 30, that the singing timing is
faster, and vice versa.
[0110] If the user wants to ascertain the sounding pe-
riod of each segment in the singing performance, the
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user instructs the score data editing section 20 to display
singing timing data. The score data editing section 20
transmits, to the singing synthesis section 30 via the data
output section 211, the singing score data along with a
singing-timing-data transmission instruction.
[0111] Upon receipt of the singing timing data and sing-
ing-timing-data transmission instruction from the score
data editing section 20, the singing synthesis section 30
generates singing timing data by performing the above-
described process on the basis of the received singing
score data. Then, the singing synthesis section 30 trans-
mits the thus-generated singing timing data to the score
editing section 20 via the data output section 311.
[0112] The score data editing section 20 received the
singing timing data via the data input section 20 and
stores the received singing timing data in the storage
section 203. Then, on the basis of the singing timing data,
the display section 20 displays, on a piano roll screen, a
pictorial figure indicative of a sounding period of a voice
represented by each segment data.
[0113] Fig. 10 shows an example of the piano roll
screen showing the contents of the singing timing data.
In the figure, a horizontal scale is increased as compared
to that of Fig. 9 in such a manner that a same horizontal
dimension represents one fourth a given time length in
Fig. 9. Graphic symbols 605a - 605e each represent seg-
ment data corresponding to phonetic symbols 606a -
606e displayed immediately above the pictorial figures
605a - 605e.
[0114] For example, the pictorial figure 605a repre-
sents three segment data "#s", "s" and "s-a" correspond-
ing to the phonetic symbol "s" represented by 606a. Left
and right end apexes of the pictorial figure 605a indicate
start and end time points of a voice represented by the
individual segment data. Namely, the left triangular por-
tion of the pictorial figure 605a corresponds to segment
data "#s", the middle rectangular portion of the symbol
605a corresponds to segment data "s", and the right tri-
angular portion of the symbol 605a corresponds to seg-
ment data "s-a". Similar explanation applies to the other
pictorial figures 605b - 605e. Note that the right triangular
portion of the pictorial figure 605a and the left triangular
portion of the pictorial figure 605b both correspond to
segment data "s-a".
[0115] The display section 204 identifies segment data
corresponding to individual note data on the basis of pho-
netic symbol data in the singing score data. For example,
for note N1001, whose phonetic symbol is "sa", the dis-
play section 204 identifies corresponding segment data
"#s", "s", "s-a", "a" and "a-k". Further, the display section
204 determines horizontal display positions and sizes of
the graphical symbols corresponding to the individual
segment data, on the basis of the data of sounding-period
start time points and adjusted element time lengths in-
cluded in the singing timing data.
[0116] By operating on the pictorial figures 605a -
605e, the user can change the data of sounding-period
start time points and adjusted element time lengths in

the singing timing data, in generally the same manner as
in the above-described operation of the pictorial figure
604a representing a vibrato period. When some change
has been made to the singing timing data through user
operation on any one of the segment-data-corresponding
pictorial figures on the piano roll screen, data related to
the sounding period of the corresponding note data may
be changed simultaneously with the singing timing data.
[0117] After having changed the singing score data as
desired in the above-described manner, the user in-
structs execution of the singing performance. In accord-
ance with the user’s instruction, the score data editing
section 20 transmits the singing score data to the singing
synthesis section 30 via the data output section 211. Fur-
ther, the singing timing data are stored in the storage
section 203. If any change has been made to the singing
timing data, the score data editing section 20 transmits
the changed singing timing data, in place of the singing
score data, to the singing synthesis section 30.
[0118] If the singing score data have been received
from the score data editing section 20, the singing syn-
thesis section 30 generates singing timing data and then
singing voice data by performing the above-described
processes, and then the singing synthesis section 30 ex-
ecutes a singing performance by reproducing the thus-
generated singing voice data. If, on the other hand, the
singing timing data have been received from the score
data editing section 20, the singing synthesis section 30
generates singing voice data using the received singing
timing data, and then the singing synthesis section 30
executes a singing performance by reproducing the thus-
generated singing voice data.
[0119] With the construction and operation having
been detailed above, the instant embodiment allows the
user to visually grasp the sounding period of each seg-
ment by auditorily ascertaining the singing performance
based on the singing score data and by viewing the dis-
play of the singing timing data. Therefore, as the user
becomes familiar with the embodiment of the score data
displaying/editing apparatus, the user is allowed to edit
the singing-performance score data while visually grasp-
ing the singing performance to be executed on the basis
of the singing score data.

2. Modification:

[0120] The above-described embodiment is only for
purposes of illustration of the present invention and may
be varied variously without departing from the basic prin-
ciples of the present invention.
[0121] For example, the score data edited by the score
data displaying/editing apparatus may be transmitted to
a tone generator apparatus that is capable of outputting
tones of a monophonic musical instrument, rather than
to a singing synthesis apparatus. In such a case, how-
ever, no data related to a phonetic symbol is included in
the score data, and the contents of the singing timing
data are not visually displayed.
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[0122] The score data may be of any suitable data for-
mat, such as one based on the MIDI (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) standard.
[0123] Whereas, in the above-described embodiment,
the singing synthesis system is implemented by causing
a general-purpose computer to perform various process-
es based on an application program, a similar singing
synthesis system may be implemented by dedicated
hardware. Further, in each of the cases where a general-
purpose computer is used and where dedicated hard-
ware is used, there is no need to place all components
of the singing synthesis system in a single casing. For
example, the components of the singing synthesis sys-
tem may be provided separately from, and independently
of, each other and connected with each other via a LAN
or otherwise.
[0124] In summary, the score data displaying/editing
apparatus and program of the present invention are char-
acterized by displaying, for a plurality of note data, the
contents of a plurality of types of additional attribute data,
related to expressions included in the note data, in prox-
imity pictorial figures indicative of pitches and sounding
periods of the note data. As a result, the present invention
allows the user to readily ascertaining the contents of a
given one of the types of data for the plurality of note
data, while grasping correspondency between the con-
tents of the given type of data and the contents of the
other types of data.
[0125] Further, the score data displaying/editing appa-
ratus and program of the present invention are charac-
terized by sequentially setting, for a plurality of note data,
a selected type of data to a changeable state with the
contents of a plurality of types of additional attribute data
displayed in proximity to pictorial figures indicative of
pitches and sounding periods of the note data. As a result,
the present invention allows the user to readily change
the contents of a given one of the types of data for the
plurality of note data while grasping correspondency be-
tween the contents of the given type of data and the con-
tents of the other types of data.
[0126] Furthermore, the score data displaying/editing
apparatus and program of the present invention are char-
acterized by displaying, for a sound represented by pitch-
and sounding-period-related data included in the note
data, a pictorial figure or the like indicative of additional
attribute data, instructing impartment of an expression or
the like, at a position and in a size corresponding to a
period or timing when the additional attribute data is to
be applied.
[0127] Furthermore, the score data displaying/editing
apparatus and program of the present invention are char-
acterized by displaying for singing score data used in a
singing synthesis apparatus, a pictorial figure or the like
indicative of pitch- and sounding-period-related data in-
cluded in the score data, along with a pictorial figure or
the like indicative of a sounding period of each phonetic
characteristic portion of a voice waveform in a singing
performance executed by the singing synthesis appara-

tus. As a result, the user is allowed to finely ascertain the
sounding period of voices of a singing performance ex-
ecuted by the singing synthesis apparatus.

Claims

1. A score data displaying/editing apparatus compris-
ing:

a storage section (103, 104; 203) that stores
score data including a plurality of note data, each
of the note data including (a) fundamental at-
tribute data composed of pitch data indicative of
a pitch of a sound and sounding period data in-
dicative of a sounding period of the sound, and
(b) a plurality of types of additional attribute data
indicative of attributes other than the pitch and
sounding period of the sound;
a display section (105, 204),
a selection section (101, 106; 20, 205, 206) that
selects one or more of the plurality of types of
additional attribute data; and
a display section (101, 20) that is adapted to
display, for each of the plurality of note data, a
pictorial figure or symbol indicative of contents
of the fundamental attribute data included in the
note data and a letter, numeral, symbol or pic-
torial figure indicative of contents of the addition-
al attribute data included in the note data, and
selected by said selection section, simultane-
ously in proximity to each other,
characterized in that said score data display-
ing/editing apparatus further comprises:

a state change section (101, 106; 20, 205,
207) that sets, to a changeable state, one
of the additional attribute data for each of
which the letter, numeral, symbol or pictorial
figure indicative of the contents is being dis-
played by said display section; and
a data change section (101, 106; 20, 205,
208) that changes the additional attribute
data having been set to the changeable
state by said state change section, or sets
the additional attribute data, having been
set to the changeable state, to a non-
changeable state without changing the
same,
wherein the plurality of note data constitut-
ing the score data are segmented into a plu-
rality of part data corresponding to a plurality
of parts, and
said state change section selects one of the
additional attribute data of one of the types,
selected by said selection section, on the
basis of at least one of the pitch data, sound-
ing period data and additional attribute data
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included in the part data that include the one
additional attribute data, and then said state
change section sets the selected additional
attribute data to a changeable state.

2. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1 wherein, when one of the additional at-
tribute data is set to the non-changeable state by
said data change section, said state change section
sets the selected additional attribute data to a
changeable state.

3. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1 wherein said display section displays pic-
torial figures or symbols indicative of the contents of
the fundamental attribute data of the note data in-
cluded in the part data that include the additional
attribute data set by said state change section to the
changeable state, in a different style from pictorial
figures or symbols indicative of the contents of the
fundamental attribute data of the note data included
in the part data that do not include the additional
attribute data set by said state change section to the
changeable state.

4. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1 wherein the additional attribute data cor-
responds to any one of attributes of a phonetic sym-
bol, note velocity, accent intensity, legato intensity,
vibrato intensity and vibrato period.

5. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1 wherein
each of the note data stored in said storage section
further includes (c) time data indicative of timing or
period when control based on the additional attribute
data is to be applied; and
wherein said letter, numeral, symbol or pictorial fig-
ure indicative of contents of the additional attribute
data included in the note data and selected by said
selection section is displayed at a position specified
on the basis of the time data.

6. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed
in claim 5 wherein, for each of the plurality of note
data, said display section displays, on a coordinate
plane having a first axis representative of a sound
pitch and a second axis representative of passage
of time and at a position, in a direction of said first
axis, corresponding to the sound pitch indicated by
the pitch data included in the note data, a pictorial
figure having, as opposite end points thereof, posi-
tions, in a direction of said second axis, correspond-
ing to start and end time points of the sounding period
indicated by the sounding period data included in the
note data.

7. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed

in claim 5 wherein said display section further dis-
plays a pointer (501) in the form of a pictorial figure
or symbol indicative of a position on the coordinate
surface, and
which further comprises:

a position control section (101, 106; 20, 205,
209) that controls the position of the pointer on
the coordinate surface;
a designation section (101, 106; 20, 205, 210)
that, when a letter, numeral, symbol or pictorial
figure indicative of the contents of the additional
attribute data is being displayed, by said display
section, at a position pointed to by the pointer,
designates the letter, numeral, symbol or picto-
rial figure; and
a data change section (101, 106; 20, 205, 208)
that changes the contents of the additional at-
tribute data being displayed in the letter, numer-
al, symbol or pictorial figure designated by said
designation section, in accordance with a vari-
ation in the position of the pointer made by said
position control section.

8. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed
in claim 5 wherein, for each of the plurality of note
data, said storage section stores, as the additional
attribute data, data indicative of a partial voice wave-
form obtained by dividing a voice waveform corre-
sponding to a word of a song in accordance with a
phonetic characteristic of the voice waveform.

9. A score data displaying/editing apparatus as claimed
in claim 5 wherein the additional attribute data cor-
responds to any one of attributes of a phonetic sym-
bol, note velocity, accent intensity, legato intensity,
vibrato intensity and vibrato period.

10. A program for execution by a computer to display
score data including a plurality of note data, each of
the note data including (a) fundamental attribute data
composed of pitch data indicative of a pitch of a
sound and sounding period data indicative of a
sounding period of the sound, and (b) a plurality of
types of additional attribute data indicative of at-
tributes other than the pitch and sounding period of
the sound, said program comprising:

a step of selecting one or more of the plurality
of types of additional attribute data; and
a step of, for each of the plurality of note data,
displaying a pictorial figure or symbol indicative
of contents of the fundamental attribute data in-
cluded in the note data and a letter, numeral,
symbol or pictorial figure indicative of contents
of the additional attribute data included in the
note data and selected by said selection section,
simultaneously in proximity to each other
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characterized in that said program further
comprises:

a step of setting to a changeable state, one
of the additional attribute data for each of
which the letter, numeral, symbol or pictorial
figure indicative of the contents is being dis-
played; and
a step of changing the additional attribute
data having been set to the changeable
state, or setting the additional attribute data,
having been set to the changeable state, to
a non-changeable state without changing
the same,
wherein the plurality of note data constitut-
ing the score data are segmented into a plu-
rality of part data corresponding to a plurality
of parts, and
one of the additional attribute data of one of
the types is selected on the basis of at least
one of the pitch data, sounding period data
and additional attribute data included in the
part data that include the one additional at-
tribute data, and the selected additional at-
tribute data is then set to a changeable
state.

11. A program as claimed in claim 10 wherein each of
the note data further includes time data indicative of
timing or period when control based on the additional
attribute data is to be applied, and the letter, numeral,
symbol or pictorial figure indicative of contents of the
additional attribute data included in the note data and
selected in said step of selecting, is displayed at a
position specified on the basis of the time data.

Patentansprüche

1. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung, aufwei-
send:

einen Speicherabschnitt (103,104; 203), der
Partiturdaten speichert, die mehrere Notenda-
ten enthalten, wobei die Notendaten jeweils ent-
halten: a) Grundattributdaten, die aus Tonhö-
hendaten, die eine Tonhöhe eines Klangs an-
geben, und Erklingzeitraumdaten, die einen Er-
klingzeitraum des Klangs angeben, bestehen,
und b) mehrere Typen von zusätzlichen Attribut-
daten, die Attribute angeben, die andere als die
Tonhöhe und der Erklingzeitraum des Klangs
sind;
einen Anzeigeabschnitt (105, 204),
einen Auswahlabschnitt (101, 106; 20, 205,
206), der einen oder mehrere der mehreren Ty-
pen von zusätzlichen Attributdaten auswählt;
und

einen Anzeigeabschnitt (101, 20), der dazu aus-
gelegt ist, für jedes der mehreren Notendaten
eine bildliche Darstellung oder ein Symbol, die
bzw. das einen Inhalt der Grundattributdaten an-
gibt, die in den Notendaten enthalten sind, und
einen Buchstaben, eine Zahl, ein Symbol oder
eine bildliche Darstellung, die einen Inhalt der
zusätzlichen Attributdaten angeben, die in den
Notendaten enthalten sind und von dem Aus-
wahlabschnitt ausgewählt wurden, gleichzeitig
nahe beieinander anzuzeigen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Partiturda-
tenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung ferner aufweist:

einen Zustandsänderungsabschnitt (101,
106; 20; 205, 207), der eines der zusätzli-
chen Attributdaten, für die jeweils der Buch-
stabe, die Zahl, das Symbol oder die bildli-
che Darstellung, die den Inhalt angeben,
von dem Anzeigeabschnitt angezeigt wird,
in einen veränderbaren Zustand versetzt;
und
einen Datenänderungsabschnitt (101, 106;
20, 205, 208), der die zusätzlichen Attribut-
daten, die von dem Zustandsänderungsab-
schnitt in den veränderbaren Zustand ver-
setzt wurden, ändert oder die zusätzlichen
Attributdaten, die in den veränderbaren Zu-
stand versetzt wurden, in einen nicht-ver-
änderbaren Zustand versetzt, ohne diese
zu verändern,
wobei die mehreren Notendaten, aus denen
die Partiturdaten bestehen, in mehrere
Stammdaten aufgeteilt werden, die mehre-
ren Stimmen entsprechen, und
der Zustandsänderungsabschnitt eines der
zusätzlichen Attributdaten eines der von
den Auswahlabschnitt ausgewählten Ty-
pen auf der Grundlage mindestens entwe-
der der Tonhöhendaten, der Erklingzeit-
raumdaten oder der zusätzlichen Attribut-
daten, die in den Stimmdaten enthalten
sind, die das eine zusätzliche Attributdatum
enthalten, auswählt und dann der Zu-
standsänderungsabschnitt die ausgewähl-
ten zusätzlichen Attributdaten in einen ver-
änderbaren Zustand versetzt.

2. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 1, wobei, wenn eines der zusätzlichen At-
tributdaten von dem Datenänderungsabschnitt in
den nicht-veränderbaren Zustand versetzt wird, der
Zustandsveränderungsabschnitt die ausgewählten
zusätzlichen Attributdaten in einen veränderbaren
Zustand versetzt.

3. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 1, wobei der Anzeigeabschnitt bildliche
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Darstellungen oder Symbole, die den Inhalt der
Grundattributdaten der Notendaten angeben, die in
den Stimmdaten enthalten sind, die die zusätzlichen
Attributdaten enthalten, die von dem Zustandsände-
rungsabschnitt in den veränderbaren Zustand ver-
setzt wurden, in einem anderen Stil als die bildlichen
Darstellungen oder Symbole anzeigt, die den Inhalt
der Grundattributdaten der Notendaten angeben,
die in den Stimmdaten enthalten sind, die die zusätz-
lichen Attributdaten nicht enthalten, die von dem Zu-
standsänderungsabschnitt in den veränderbaren
Zustand versetzt wurden.

4. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 1, wobei die zusätzlichen Attributdaten ei-
nem der Attribute aus phonetischem Symbol, Noten-
geschwindigkeit, Akzentintensität, Legatointensität,
Vibratointensität und Vibratozeitraum entsprechen.

5. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 1, wobei

die in dem Speicherabschnitt gespeicherten No-
tendaten jeweils ferner aufweisen: c) Zeitdaten,
die eine Zeit oder einen Zeitraum angeben, zu
der bzw. zu dem eine Steuerung auf der Grund-
lage der zusätzlichen Attributdaten anzuwen-
den ist; und
wobei der Buchstabe, die Zahl, das Symbol oder
die bildliche Darstellung, die den Inhalt der zu-
sätzlichen Attributdaten angeben, die in den No-
tendaten enthalten sind und von dem Auswahl-
abschnitt ausgewählt wurden, an einer Position
angezeigt werden, die auf der Grundlage der
Zeitdaten festgelegt wird.

6. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 5, wobei für jedes der mehreren Notenda-
ten der Anzeigeabschnitt auf einer Koordinatenebe-
ne, die eine erste Achse, die für eine Klangtonhöhe
repräsentativ ist, und eine zweite Achse hat, die für
ein Verstreichen der Zeit repräsentativ ist, und an
einer Position in einer Richtung der ersten Achse,
die der Klangtonhöhe entspricht, die von den Ton-
höhendaten angegeben wird, die in den Notendaten
enthalten sind, eine bildliche Darstellung darstellt,
die als deren entgegengesetzte Endpunkte Positio-
nen in einer Richtung der zweiten Achse aufweist,
die Start- und Endzeitpunkten des Erklingzeitraums
entsprechen, der von den Erklingzeitraumdaten an-
gegeben wird, die in den Notendaten enthalten sind.

7. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 5, wobei der Anzeigeabschnitt ferner ei-
nen Zeiger (501) in der Form einer bildlichen Dar-
stellung oder eines Symbols darstellt, die bzw. das
eine Position auf der Koordinatenoberfläche angibt,
und

die ferner aufweist:

einen Positionssteuerabschnitt (101, 106; 20,
205, 209), der die Position des Zeigers auf der
Koordinatenoberfläche steuert;
einen Bezeichnungsabschnitt (101, 106; 20,
205, 210), der, wenn ein Buchstabe, eine Zahl
ein Symbol oder eine bildliche Darstellung, die
den Inhalt der zusätzlichen Attributdaten ange-
ben, von dem Anzeigeabschnitt an einer von
dem Zeiger angezeigten Position angezeigt
wird, den Buchstaben, die Zahl, das Symbol
oder die bildliche Darstellung bezeichnet; und
einen Datenänderungsabschnitt (101, 106; 20,
205, 208), der den Inhalt der zusätzlichen Attri-
butdaten, die in dem Buchstaben, der Zahl, dem
Symbol oder der bildlichen Darstellung ange-
zeigt werden, die von dem Bezeichnungsab-
schnitt bezeichnet werden, gemäß einer Varia-
tion in der Position des Zeigers ändert, die von
dem Positionssteuerabschnitt vorgenommen
wird.

8. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 5, wobei für jedes der mehreren Notenda-
ten in dem Speicherabschnitt als die zusätzlichen
Attributdaten Daten gespeichert werden, die eine
Teilsprachwellenform angeben, die dadurch erhal-
ten wurde, dass eine Sprachwellenform, die einem
Wort eines Lieds entspricht, gemäß einer phoneti-
schen Charakteristik der Sprachwellenform geteilt
wird.

9. Partiturdatenanzeige-/-editiervorrichtung gemäß
Anspruch 5, wobei die zusätzlichen Attributdaten ei-
nem der Attribute aus phonetischem Symbol, Noten-
geschwindigkeit, Akzentintensität, Legatointensität,
Vibratointensität und Vibratozeitraum entsprechen.

10. Programm zur Ausführung durch einen Rechner
zum Anzeigen von Partiturdaten, die mehrere No-
tendaten enthalten, wobei die Notendaten jeweils
enthalten: a) Grundattributdaten, die aus Tonhöhen-
daten, die eine Tonhöhe eines Klangs angeben, und
Erklingzeitraumdaten, die einen Erklingzeitraum des
Klangs angeben, bestehen, und b) mehrere Typen
von zusätzlichen Attributdaten, die Attribute ange-
ben, die andere als die Tonhöhe und der Erklingzeit-
raum des Klangs sind, wobei das Programm auf-
weist:

einen Schritt zum Auswählen eines oder meh-
rerer aus mehreren Typen von zusätzlichen At-
tributdaten; und
einen Schritt zum Anzeigen einer bildlichen Dar-
stellung oder eines Symbols, die bzw. das einen
Inhalt der Grundattributdaten angibt, die in den
Notendaten enthalten sind, und eines Buchsta-
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bens, einer Zahl, eines Symbols oder einer bild-
lichen Darstellung, die einen Inhalt der zusätz-
lichen Attributdaten angeben, die in den Noten-
daten enthalten sind und von dem Auswahlab-
schnitt ausgewählt wurden, für jedes der meh-
reren Notendaten gleichzeitig nahe beieinan-
der,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Pro-
gramm ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt zum Versetzen eines der zu-
sätzlichen Attributdaten, für die jeweils der
Buchstabe, die Zahl, das Symbol oder die
bildliche Darstellung, die den Inhalt ange-
ben, angezeigt wird, in einen veränderba-
ren Zustand; und
einen Schritt zum Ändern der zusätzlichen
Attributdaten, die in den veränderbaren Zu-
stand versetzt wurden, oder zum Versetzen
der zusätzlichen Attributdaten, die in den
veränderbaren Zustand versetzt wurden, in
einen nicht-veränderbaren Zustand, ohne
diese zu verändern,
wobei die mehreren Notendaten, aus denen
die Partiturdaten bestehen, in mehrere
Stimmdaten aufgeteilt werden, die mehre-
ren Stimmen entsprechen, und
eines der zusätzlichen Attributdaten eines
der Typen auf der Grundlage mindestens
entweder der Tonhöhendaten, der Erkling-
zeitraumdaten oder der zusätzlichen Attri-
butdaten, die in den Stimmdaten enthalten
sind, die das eine zusätzliche Attributdatum
enthalten, ausgewählt wird und dann die
ausgewählten zusätzlichen Attributdaten in
einen veränderbaren Zustand versetzt wer-
den.

11. Programm gemäß Anspruch 10, wobei die Noten-
daten ferner jeweils Zeitdaten enthalten, die eine Zeit
oder einen Zeitraum angeben, zu der bzw. zu dem
eine Steuerung auf der Grundlage der zusätzlichen
Attributdaten anzuwenden ist, und der Buchstabe,
die Zahl, das Symbol oder die bildliche Darstellung,
die den Inhalt der zusätzlichen Attributdaten ange-
ben, die in den Notendaten enthalten sind, die von
dem Schritt zum Auswählen ausgewählt wurden, an
einer Position angezeigt wird, die auf der Grundlage
der Zeitdaten festgelegt wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion, comprenant :

une section de stockage (103, 104 ; 203) qui
stocke des données de partition incluant une

pluralité de données de note, chacune des don-
nées de note incluant (a) des données d’attribut
fondamentales composées de données de hau-
teur indiquant une hauteur d’un son et des don-
nées de période sonore indiquant une période
sonore du son, et (b) une pluralité de types de
données d’attribut supplémentaires indiquant
des attributs autres que la hauteur et la période
sonore du son ;
une section d’affichage (105, 204),
une section de sélection (101, 106 ; 20, 205,
206) qui sélectionne un ou plusieurs de la plu-
ralité de types de données d’attribut
supplémentaires ; et
une section d’affichage (101, 20) qui est adaptée
pour afficher, pour chacune de la pluralité de
données de note, une figure graphique ou un
symbole indiquant le contenu des données d’at-
tribut fondamentales incluses dans les données
de note et une lettre, un chiffre, un symbole ou
une figure graphique indiquant le contenu des
données d’attribut supplémentaires incluses
dans les données de note, et sélectionnées par
ladite section de sélection, simultanément à
proximité les unes des autres,
caractérisé en ce que ledit appareil d’afficha-
ge/d’édition de données de partition comprend
en outre :

une section de modification d’état (101,
106 ; 20, 205, 207) qui fixe, à un état modi-
fiable, une des données d’attribut supplé-
mentaires pour chacune desquelles la let-
tre, le chiffre, le symbole ou la figure gra-
phique indiquant le contenu est affiché par
ladite section d’affichage ; et
une section de modification de données
(101, 106 ; 20, 205, 208) qui modifie les
données d’attribut supplémentaires ayant
été fixées à l’état modifiable par ladite sec-
tion de modification d’état, ou fixe les don-
nées d’attribut supplémentaires, ayant été
fixées à l’état modifiable, à un état non mo-
difiable sans modifier ces dernières,
dans lequel la pluralité de données de note
constituant les données de partition sont
segmentées en une pluralité de données de
partie correspondant à une pluralité de par-
ties, et
ladite section de modification d’état sélec-
tionne l’une des données d’attribut supplé-
mentaires de l’un des types, sélectionnées
par ladite section de sélection, sur la base
d’au moins l’une des données de hauteur,
des données de période sonore et des don-
nées d’attribut supplémentaires incluses
dans les données de partie qui incluent les
données d’attribut supplémentaires, puis
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ladite section de modification d’état fixe les
données d’attribut supplémentaires sélec-
tionnées à un état modifiable.

2. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 1, dans lequel, lorsque
l’une des données d’attribut supplémentaires est
fixée à l’état non modifiable par ladite section de mo-
dification de données, ladite section de modification
d’état fixe les données d’attribut supplémentaires sé-
lectionnées à un état modifiable.

3. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite sec-
tion d’affichage affiche des figures graphiques ou
des symboles indiquant le contenu des données
d’attribut fondamentales des données de note inclu-
ses dans les données de partie qui incluent les don-
nées d’attribut supplémentaires fixées par ladite sec-
tion de modification d’état à l’état modifiable, dans
un style différent de figures graphiques ou de sym-
boles indiquant le contenu des données d’attribut
fondamentales des données de note incluses dans
les données de partie qui n’incluent pas les données
d’attribut supplémentaires fixées par ladite section
de modification d’état à l’état modifiable.

4. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les don-
nées d’attribut supplémentaires correspondent à l’un
quelconque d’attributs d’un symbole phonétique,
d’une vitesse de note, d’une intensité d’accent, d’une
intensité de legato, d’une intensité de vibrato et d’une
période de vibrato.

5. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
chacune des données de note stockées dans ladite
section de stockage comprend en outre (c) des don-
nées temporelles indiquant un moment ou une pé-
riode où une commande basée sur les données d’at-
tribut supplémentaires doit être appliquée ; et
dans lequel ledit/ladite lettre, chiffre, symbole ou fi-
gure graphique indiquant le contenu des données
d’attribut supplémentaires incluses dans les don-
nées de note et sélectionnées par ladite section de
sélection, est affiché au niveau d’une position spé-
cifiée sur la base des données temporelles.

6. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 5, dans lequel pour cha-
cune de la pluralité de données de note, ladite sec-
tion d’affichage affiche, sur un plan de coordonnées
ayant un premier axe représentant une hauteur de
son et un second axe représentant un passage du
temps et au niveau d’une position, dans une direction
dudit premier axe, correspondant à la hauteur du
son indiquée par les données de hauteur incluses

dans les données de note, une figure graphique
ayant, sur ses points d’extrémité opposés, des po-
sitions, dans une direction dudit second axe, corres-
pondant à des points temporels de début et de fin
de la période sonore indiquée par les données de
période sonore incluses dans les données de note.

7. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 5, dans lequel ladite sec-
tion d’affichage affiche en outre un pointeur (501)
sous la forme d’une figure graphique ou d’un sym-
bole indiquant une position de la surface de coor-
données, et
qui comprend en outre :

une section de commande de position (101,
106 ; 20, 205, 209) qui commande la position
du pointeur sur la surface de coordonnées ;
une section de désignation (101, 106 ; 20, 205,
210) qui, lorsqu’une lettre, un chiffre, un symbole
ou une figure graphique indiquant le contenu
des données d’attribut supplémentaires est af-
fiché, par ladite section d’affichage, au niveau
d’une position pointée par le pointeur, désigne
la lettre, le chiffre, le symbole ou la figure
graphique ; et
une section de modification de données (101,
106 ; 20, 205, 208) qui modifie le contenu des
données d’attribut supplémentaires affichées
dans la lettre, le chiffre, le symbole ou la figure
graphique désigné par ladite section de dési-
gnation, en conformité avec une variation de la
position du pointeur réalisée par ladite section
de commande de position.

8. Dispositif d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 5, dans lequel, pour cha-
cune de la pluralité de données de note, ladite sec-
tion de stockage stocke, en tant que données d’at-
tribut supplémentaires, des données indiquant une
forme d’onde vocale partielle obtenue en divisant
une forme d’onde vocale correspondant à un mot
d’une chanson en conformité avec une caractéristi-
que phonétique de la forme d’onde vocale.

9. Appareil d’affichage/d’édition de données de parti-
tion selon la revendication 5, dans lequel les don-
nées d’attribut supplémentaires correspondent à l’un
quelconque d’attributs d’un symbole phonétique,
d’une vitesse de note, d’une intensité d’accent, d’une
intensité de legato, d’une intensité de vibrato et d’une
période de vibrato.

10. Programme destiné à l’exécution par un ordinateur
d’un affichage de données de partition incluant une
pluralité de données de note, chacune des données
de note incluant (a) des données d’attribut fonda-
mentales composées de données de hauteur indi-
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quant une hauteur d’un son et des données de pé-
riode sonore indiquant une période sonore du son,
et (b) une pluralité de types de données d’attribut
supplémentaires indiquant des attributs autres que
la hauteur et la période sonore du son, ledit program-
me comprenant :

une étape de sélection d’un ou plusieurs de la
pluralité de types de données d’attribut
supplémentaires ; et
une étape, pour chacune de la pluralité de don-
nées de note, d’affichage d’une figure graphique
ou d’un symbole indiquant le contenu des don-
nées d’attribut fondamentales incluses dans les
données de note et une lettre, un chiffre, un sym-
bole ou une figure graphique indiquant le con-
tenu des données d’attribut supplémentaires in-
cluses dans les données de note et sélection-
nées par ladite section de sélection, simultané-
ment à proximité les unes des autres
caractérisé en ce que ledit programme com-
prend en outre :

une étape de fixation à un état modifiable,
de l’une des données d’attribut supplémen-
taires pour chacune desquelles la lettre, le
chiffre, le symbole ou la figure graphique
indiquant le contenu est affiché ; et
une étape de modification des données
d’attribut supplémentaires ayant été fixées
à l’état modifiable, ou de fixation des don-
nées d’attribut supplémentaires, ayant été
fixées à l’état modifiable, à un état non mo-
difiable sans modifier ces dernières,
dans lequel la pluralité de données de note
constituant les données de partition est seg-
mentée en une pluralité de données de par-
tie correspondant à une pluralité de parties,
et
l’une des données d’attribut supplémentai-
res de l’un des types est sélectionnée sur
la base d’au moins l’une des données de
hauteur, des données de période sonore et
des données d’attribut supplémentaires in-
cluses dans les données de partie qui in-
cluent les données d’attribut supplémentai-
res, et les données d’attribut supplémentai-
res sélectionnées sont ensuite fixées à un
état modifiable.

11. Programme selon la revendication 10, dans lequel
chacune des données de note comprend en outre
des données temporelles indiquant un moment ou
une période où une commande basée sur les don-
nées d’attribut supplémentaires doit être appliquée,
et la lettre, le chiffre, le symbole ou la figure graphi-
que indiquant le contenu des données d’attribut sup-
plémentaires incluses dans les données de note et

sélectionnées dans ladite étape de sélection, est af-
fiché au niveau d’une position spécifiée sur la base
des données temporelles.
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